RocketApps
Penetration Testing Policy
At RocketApps, we take the security of our users very seriously. Because of this, we
have adapted a penetration-testing policy. These policies must be followed by anyone looking to
pen-test our services in a legal and fairway. These policies will address how you will report
vulnerabilities to us, as well as the scope of what you can test, and address our announcement
policy if you find it necessary to announce the vulnerability from us not responding to your claim.
If you are testing our service for issues, vulnerabilities, or doing anything that may not be
considered general use, you fall under these guidelines.
Scope
You’re allowed to pen-test on:
● Our Discord bot
● Our Roblox integrations
● Our websites
○ https://apps.rocketpanel.io
○ https://roblox.rocketpanel.io
○ https://rocketpanel.io
● Or any other component that is apart of our stack.
What you’re not allowed to do:
● Attempt to modify or delete mass-user data
● Attempt to access centers that are not owned by you. You should pentest for your
alternate accounts.
Announcement Policy
If we do not fix the issue you address within one month (30 days) of you discovering it,
you have every right to report your findings publicly. However, you can only do this if you follow
the Responsible Disclosure guidelines below.
Responsible Disclosure
If you find a vulnerability, you are expected to collect all the following information clearly
and concisely; you should attach it all to a Google Document. Any JSON or any other types of
data included should be posted via sites like Pastebin if it does not contain any private data. If it
does, you should save it as a JSON file, and upload it to Google Drive, and attach it to the very
end of your Google Doc, and cite it. You are expected to share this report with
mattheww@rocketpanel.io, and message Matthew W#5940 on Discord and say you’ve
submitted a report. We will immediately take action and should open a ticket under your account
if we have any questions. Information to include:
● Steps to reproduce
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○ Through so, we can find the exact cause and reproduce the problem.
How you found the issue
URLs that are affected
Your Roblox Username, ID, and Discord tag, and ID

